Pre-Event Screening Process
UCEA CONVENTION 2021 - NOVEMBER 10-13, 2021

Acceptable Forms of Vaccination Verification:
- COVID-19 Vaccination Record Card
- Paper Vaccination Card with Driver's License
- Digital Record Screenshot with ID

Accepted by the Event Host:
- Proof of a Negative COVID-19 Test within 72 hours of arrival

PLEASE NOTE: When you complete the pre-event screening process, you will receive an "Event Pass" email featuring a green checkmark. Please dd Info@event-scan.us to your address book and check your SPAM folder, if not received. Upon event arrival, please present your event pass to the host's primary registration team. If you do not receive the email, please stop at the EventScan Wellness Zone (located near the entrance) to receive a copy before proceeding to registration.

1. **ONLINE SCREENING**
   Attendee completes the online pre-event screening process by providing proof of vaccination or proof of a negative COVID-19 test.

2. **EVENT PASS EMAILED**
   When verified through the pre-screening process, the attendee will receive an EVENT PASS email to present upon arrival to the event.

3. **CLEARED FOR ENTRY**
   Upon arrival to the event, attendee will present their EVENT PASS email to the EventScan Wellness Zone.

4. **NOT CLEARED FOR ENTRY**
   Attendee did not receive an EVENT PASS email and proceeds to the EventScan Wellness Zone for further verification.

5. **SCREENING COMPLETED**
   Attendee provides an acceptable form of verification at the EventScan Wellness Zone and is cleared to proceed to UCEA Registration.